INTRODUCTION
Melanoma is a challenging disease as it readily metastasizes, and chemotherapy does not improve survival (Flaherty et al., 2013) . Inhibitors of mutant B-raf (vemurafenib and dabrafenib) improve survival compared with dacarbazine chemotherapy, and survival is further prolonged with the addition of mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase (MEK) inhibitor treatment (Flaherty et al., 2012; Hauschild et al., 2012) . Responses to these targeted therapies, however, typically last less than a year and are limited to the subset of melanomas with Braf mutations. After Food and Drug Administration approval, immune checkpoint inhibitors are now the frontline treatment for most patients with metastatic melanoma. Responses to CTLA-4 or PD-1 inhibitors are seen in up to 19 and 40% of melanoma patients, respectively (Larkin et al., 2015) . The combination of the CTLA-4 and PD-1 inhibitors results in a higher response rate of 57.6%, with a median progression-free survival of 11.5 mo (Larkin et al., 2015) . While these are major advances in cancer care, the current challenge is that not all patients respond, and many develop acquired resistance or must discontinue treatment as a result of adverse immune-associated toxicities. Multiple clinical trials of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors have shown that a lack of PD-L1 expression on tumor cells or in the tumor microenvironment (TME), including expression on myeloid cells, is associated with resistance to therapy (Larkin et al., 2015) . Additionally, tumors displaying low levels of T cell infiltration, yet a relative abundance of tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), tend to show reduced responsiveness to PD-1/ PD-L1 inhibitors (Tumeh et al., 2014) . Therefore, new approaches are sorely needed for patients who do not respond to anti-PD-1-or anti-CTLA-4-based regimens or who develop acquired resistance.
TAMs, tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs), and myeloid-derived suppressor cells are pivotal in influencing the nature of the TME and can serve as both positive and negative mediators of tumor growth. TAMs can mediate direct antitumor cytotoxicity and the presentation of tumor-associated antigens. However, they can also foster tumor development by secreting growth factors such as insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), promoting angiogenesis via vascular endothelial growth factor, and favoring tumor dissemination by producing matrix-degrading enzymes (Pollard, 2004) . TAMs are abundant in the melanoma TME and typically comprise 5-30% of immune cells in metastatic deposits (Hussein, 2006) . TAMs and myeloid-derived suppressor cells can be associated with resistance to immune checkpoint inhibitors and suppress adaptive immune responses via a variety of mechanisms, including Eliciting effective antitumor immune responses in patients who fail checkpoint inhibitor therapy is a critical challenge in cancer immunotherapy, and in such patients, tumor-associated myeloid cells and macrophages (TAMs) are promising therapeutic targets. We demonstrate in an autochthonous, poorly immunogenic mouse model of melanoma that combination therapy with an agonistic anti-CD40 mAb and CSF-1R inhibitor potently suppressed tumor growth. Microwell assays to measure multiplex protein secretion by single cells identified that untreated tumors have distinct TAM subpopulations secreting MMP9 or cosecreting CCL17/22, characteristic of an M2-like state. Combination therapy reduced the frequency of these subsets, while simultaneously inducing a separate polyfunctional inflammatory TAM subset cosecreting TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-12. Tumor suppression by this combined therapy was partially dependent on T cells, and on TNF-α and IFN-γ. Together, this study demonstrates the potential for targeting TAMs to convert a "cold" into an "inflamed" tumor microenvironment capable of eliciting protective T cell responses.
(but not limited to) TGF-β, IL-10, ARG1, IDO, PGE2, and PD-L1 (Kryczek et al., 2006; Díaz-Valdés et al., 2011) .
There is compelling rationale based on prior studies that drugs aimed to reprogram and stimulate macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs), such as inhibitors of CSF-1, leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor subfamily B, CD200, Tyro-Axl-Mer receptors, or, conversely, agonists of CD40 and TLRs, offer promise for tumor suppression (Bhadra et al., 2011; Ugel et al., 2015; Woo et al., 2015) . CSF-1 is a critical growth and maturation factor for monocytes, macrophages, and DCs, and deletion of CSF-1 or its receptor (CSF-1R) interrupts the development and maintenance of mononuclear phagocytes, particularly in tissues (Wynn et al., 2013) . Indeed, inhibition of CSF-1R via genetic deletion, small molecule inhibitors (CSF-1Ri), or antibody blockade has demonstrated interesting therapeutic effects in multiple tumor models as well as in humans in tenosynovial giant cell tumors (Cassier et al., 2012; Ries et al., 2014) . Blockade of CSF-1R has reduced TAM numbers in some studies (Mitchem et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013) , but not all (Pyonteck et al., 2013) , and therefore, it is generally well-accepted that CSF-1R inhibition rewires TAM functionality to promote tumoricidal functions (Pyonteck et al., 2013) .
Another promising immunotherapy target on myeloid cells is agonistic αCD40 mAbs, which are potent stimulators of DCs, macrophages, and B cells, even independently of T cells (Beatty et al., 2011; Li and Ravetch, 2011) . When combined with chemotherapy, αCD40 reversed the resistance of pancreatic tumors to αPD-1 and αCTLA-4 in a T cell-dependent manner (Beatty et al., 2011; Winograd et al., 2015) . In the autochthonous mouse model used in this study, our group previously showed that CD40 agonist treatment slowed tumor growth independent of T cells and increased MHCI, MHC II, and CD86 expression by TAMs (Ho et al., 2014) . Thus, CSF-1R inhibition and CD40 agonism have both been shown to therapeutically alter TAM populations in a sometimes T cell-independent manner.
While considerable attention has focused on the effects of combining drugs that target antitumor T cells, less has been done to examine potential synergistic effects of combining myeloid-targeted therapies (Wiehagen et al., 2017) . We hypothesized that CSF-1R inhibition and CD40 agonism (CSF-1Ri+CD40) likely affect partially distinct pathways in myeloid cells and that combination of these drugs may be a more potent treatment to target "cold" tumors with poor T cell infiltration. Here we report that combination therapy with agonistic CD40 antibody and inhibition of CSF-1R signaling improved the therapeutic response of either agent alone in autochthonous mouse melanoma in agreement with a recent study using engrafted tumor models (Wiehagen et al., 2017) . Importantly, combined CD40 and CSF-1Ri therapy induced a marked increase in a novel population of polyfunctional and inflammatory TAMs, and the therapeutic effect was partially dependent on T cells and production of the inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α. Thus, this work uncovers how two myeloid-targeted therapies synergize to generate an inflamed TME capable of eliciting protective antitumor T cell responses.
RESULTS

Autochthonous melanomas have abundant TAMs displaying heterogeneous phenotypes but low T cell infiltration
There is critical need for identifying treatment options for patients with tumors that display limited T cell infiltration and resistance to checkpoint inhibitors, such as PD-1/PD-L1 or CTLA-4 blockade. To address this problem, we focused on the genetically engineered mouse model of melanoma that allows induction of autochthonous tumors that express the Braf V600E oncogene and lack the tumor suppressor Pten −/− (referred to as Braf/PTEN mice; Dankort et al., 2009) . The melanomas that develop in this model display low CD8 T cell infiltration, an abundance of macrophages, and, in our hands, resistance to PD-1/PD-L1 or CTLA-4 blockade (Wang et al., 2017) . Thus, the Braf/PTEN model is ideal for identifying more effective treatments for tumors largely resistant to current forms of checkpoint blockade.
To study the immune infiltrate in Braf/PTEN tumors, particularly the myeloid cells, we induced melanomas using topical tamoxifen and analyzed the tumors ∼8 wk later or when they reached end point (<2 cm 3 ). Initial characterization of the immune cells using flow cytometry showed that the predominant immune cell population in the tumor was TAMs (CD11b + Ly6G − CD3 − , including macrophages, monocytes, and eosinophils), in agreement with our previous study ( Fig. 1 A and Fig. S1 A; Ho et al., 2014) . Although the total population of T cells (CD4 + and CD8 + ) was substantial, further characterization by immunohistochemistry (IHC) demonstrated that T cells were sparse within the tumor compared with the epidermis, whereas F4/80 int/hi TAMs were abundant within the tumor (Fig. 1, B and C).
Surface expression of Ly6C and F4/80 identified three distinct TAM subpopulations: cells that express high amounts of F4/80 (F4/80 hi ) and two populations that express intermediate amounts of F4/80 with or without Ly6C (Ly6C + F4/80 int and Ly6C − F4/80 int , respectively; Fig. 1 D and Fig. S1  B) . The F4/80 hi cells expressed the highest amounts of CCR2, CD206, and CD86 with much lower amounts of TNF-α and Ki67 (Fig. 1 E) . Cells in this subset were also modestly larger than the others based on forward scatter ( Fig. S1 C) . PD-L1 was most highly expressed by F4/80 hi and Ly6C − F4/80 int cells, suggesting that these subpopulations contain mostly antiinflammatory TAMs. TNF-α-producing cells were enriched in the F4/80 int TAMs (both Ly6C + and Ly6C − ), and increased Ki67 expression in the Ly6C + F4/80 int TAMs suggested that this subpopulation was enriched for proliferating cells ( Fig. 1 E and Fig. S1 B) . Furthermore, CSF-1R was widely expressed by TAMs, indicating that most TAMs could be potential targets for CSF-1R inhibition (Fig. S1 B) . Together, these data demonstrate phenotypic and functional diversity of TAMs within the TME.
To more deeply investigate the functional heterogeneity of TAMs, we used a microwell assay for single-cell secretion profiling (Lu et al., 2013) to measure the multiplexed secretion of 15 cytokines, chemokines, and other mediators produced by single TAMs directly ex vivo (without further stimulation) isolated from 8-wk-old tumors. The panel of 15 secreted targets was designed to distinguish what is commonly referred to as M1-like and M2-like TAMs in the tumor. We sorted total TAMs as well as subpopulations based on expression of Ly6C and F4/80 ( Fig. 1 D) to map secretory functions to the surface-marker subpopulations. We found that the majority of TAMs were functionally silent for the measured proteins, consistent with a quiescent state, but ∼30% of TAMs showed robust secretion of one or more proteins (Fig. 2 A) . The proteins most frequently secreted by the total TAM population were MMP9 and Chi3l3, which are commonly associated with M2-like functions in macrophages ( Fig. 2 B) . Interestingly, the frequency of MMP9-secreting cells was significantly decreased in the Ly6C + F4/80 int subpopulation and increased in the Ly6C − F4/80 int subpopulation, whereas Chi3l3 secretion showed opposite trends, suggesting that these subpopulations have distinguishing functional features (Fig. 2 C) .
To identify subpopulations present within TAMs based only on single-cell secretion profiles, we combined all sorted subpopulations across three independent experiments ( Fig.  S2 ) and clustered the cells secreting at least one protein using PhenoGraph, a previously described clustering algorithm (Levine et al., 2015) . We then projected the high-dimensional secretion data onto two dimensions using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE; Amir et al., 2013) to visualize functional clusters of cells in the TME (Fig. 2 D and Fig. S2 ). Four functional clusters were identified from the combined TAMs that could be defined based on their most predominantly secreted product(s) and that were robustly present across all biological replicates-MMP9 + , Chi3l3 + , MMP9 + Chi3l3 + , and CCL17 + CCL22 + clusters-so we focused our analysis on these clusters (Fig. 2 E and Fig. S2 ). The remaining cells occupied functionally variable clusters that likely reflect intertumoral heterogeneity. These data demonstrate, at single-cell resolution, the functional diversity within TAMs in melanomas.
Comparing the functional clusters to subpopulations based on surface marker expression, we found that the Ly6C + F4/80 int subpopulation was dominated by cells from the Chi3l3 + cluster and largely excluded cells from the other functional clusters (MMP9 + , MMP9 + /Chi3l3 + , and CCL17 + / CCL22 + ; Fig. 2 F) . Chi3l3 + /MMP9 + cells were predominantly found in the F4/80 hi subpopulation, whereas MMP9 + -only cells were predominantly found in the Ly6C − F4/80 int subpopulation. Altogether, these data show that TAMs within late-stage tumors secrete mediators that are commonly associated with M2-like immune responses, but they comprise functionally distinct subsets of cells even within this M2-like category. Although functional clusters may reflect some temporal differences in TAM secretion, the observation that subpopulations defined by surface marker expression enrich for or exclude the most commonly observed functional clusters suggests that these clusters are not wholly unstable. However, clearly a large amount of functional diversity remains within each subpopulation and further characterization will be needed to better link phenotype to function.
Combination therapy with agonistic CD40 and CSF-1R inhibition constrains tumor growth more effectively than monotherapy
We sought to better understand how TAM function was affected by myeloid-targeted treatments of clinical interest, specifically CD40 agonistic antibody (CD40) and a selective small molecule inhibitor of CSF-1R (CSF-1Ri; Beatty et al., 2011; Ryder et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2014) . To this end, tumor-bearing mice were treated with CSF-1Ri chow (600 mg PLX6134/kg chow) and/or CD40 agonistic antibody (10 mg FGK4.5 clone /kg every 3 d i.p.) starting at day 30 after tumor induction, when tumors were measurable but total volume was <100 mm 3 . CD40 treatment significantly slowed tumor growth (CD40 vs. control, P = 0.02; Fig. 3 A) , consistent with our previous study (Ho et al., 2014) . CSF-1Ri was also found to inhibit Braf/PTEN tumor progression (CSF-1Ri vs. control, P = 0.02; Fig. 3 A) . Combined treatment yielded improved control of tumor growth compared with either treatment alone (CSF-1Ri+CD40 vs. CD40, P = 0.04; CSF-1Ri+CD40 vs. CSF-1Ri, P = 0.04), and the combination CSF-1Ri and CD40 treatment was dramatically more effective than controls (CSF-1Ri+CD40 vs. control, P < 0.0001). Both CD40 and CSF-1Ri roughly halved tumor volume 30 d after initiating treatment, whereas Regulatory CD4 + T (T reg) cells were defined as CD45 + CD3 + CD4 + Foxp3 + and distinguished from non-regulatory CD4 + T cells by Foxp3 expression. CD45 + CD8 + CD3 + defined CD8 T cells. Data are from three independent experiments (n = 9-12). (B) F4/80 and CD3 IHC representative images from tumors at end point (1 cm 3 ). Bars, 150 µm. (C) F4/80 + and CD3 + nuclei were counted per hpf from IHC images of tumors (as in B) from two independent experiments, 6-15 hpf/tumor (n = 12-30). Significance was determined by unpaired Student's t test. (D) Contour plot shows expression of Ly6C and F4/80 on TAMs from end point (1 cm 3 ) tumors. Plot isconcatenated (combined) from each individual mouse tumor (n = 6). The mean ± SD for each subset (Ly6C + F4/80 int , Ly6C − F4/80 int , and Ly6C − F4/80 hi ) is reported. Data are from one experiment and are representative of three experiments (n = 6 each group). (E) Bar graphs show mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) or percentage expressing the indicated proteins for the three TAM subsets outlined in D from end point (1 cm 3 ) tumors. Data are from one experiment and are representative of three experiments (n = 6 each group). Significant differences between groups were determined by one-way ANO VA with Holm-Sidak multiple comparisons correction; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.001. CSF-1Ri+CD40-treated tumors were only 13% the size of controls (control mean, 675 mm 3 ; CD40 mean, 369 mm 3 ; CSF-1Ri mean, 360 mm 3 ; and CSF-1Ri+CD40 mean, 87 mm 3 ). Altogether, combined treatment with CD40 and CSF-1Ri more effectively suppressed tumor growth than either CD40 or CSF-1Ri alone.
To understand how targeting myeloid cells with CD40 and CSF-1Ri mediated tumor suppression, we characterized the density and phenotypes of infiltrating immune cells at the end point (day 60) for treated and untreated tumors. Although we did not observe differences in the density of tumor associated T cells (including T regulatory cells) or DCs (CD11c + CD11b − ), CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment caused a marked increase in density of TAMs (P < 0.0001; Fig. 3 B) and density and proportion of TANs (CD11b + Ly6G + CD3 − ; P < 0.001; Fig. 3 B and Fig. S3 ). When we analyzed the TAM populations, we observed differences in phenotype and function. Phenotypically, CSF-1Ri+CD40 increased Ly6C + F4/80 int TAM density considerably (P = 0.008; Fig. 3 C) . Furthermore, combined treatment with CD40 and CSF-1Ri caused a reduction in the F4/80 hi CD206 + PD-L1 + TAM population more than CSF-1Ri alone (control vs. CSF-1Ri+CD40, P = 0.008; Fig. 3 D) . Functionally, CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment increased TNF-α production, particularly in the Ly6C + F4/80 int TAMs, compared with control tumors (P = 0.0001; Fig. 3 E) . In agreement with a previous study, CSF-1Ri increased TAN infiltration, an effect that was substantially enhanced by CSF-1Ri+CD40 combination treatment (P < 0.001; Fig. 3 , B and F; Ngiow et al., 2016) . Collectively, these results demonstrate that the suppression of tumor growth by combination CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment correlates tightly with increased infiltration of neutrophils and macrophages, particularly Ly6C + F4/80 int TAMs and production of TNF-α.
Combination CD40 and CSF-1Ri drives a TAM inflammatory transcriptional program
To begin to understand how these treatments modulated TAMs to control tumor growth and to possibly illuminate additional biomarkers of response, we examined the transcriptomes of CD11b + Ly6G − cells treated with CD40 or CSF-1Ri, alone or in combination, relative to control, using high-throughput RNA-sequencing. Principal component analysis on the genome-wide dataset demonstrated that treating with CD40 and CSF-1Ri individually caused largely nonoverlapping changes in transcription, as indicated by their movement along orthogonal principal components relative to the control ( Fig. 4 A) . Importantly, combination therapy was visualized as a systems-level combination of each individual treatment in principal component space.
We then examined the mRNAs most altered by either treatment alone or in combination relative to controls (log 2 fold change > 1.5; P < 0.01) by unsupervised hierarchical clustering ( Fig. 4 B) . Five major gene patterns emerged from the clustering of genes. Cluster 1 comprises genes that were up-regulated by CD40 and CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment but are mostly unaffected by CSF-1Ri, suggesting that CD40 is the primary driver of this cluster in the combination treatment. Notable genes in this cluster include Tnfa, Ifng, Il12b, and Cxcl9; interestingly, for Tnfa and Il12b, CSF-1Ri+CD40 appears to have a synergistic effect on expression. In contrast to Cluster 1, Cluster 5 contains genes substantially down-regulated by CSF-1Ri and CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatments, but are largely unaffected by CD40, suggesting that CSF-1Ri is the driver of this cluster in the combination treatment. Cluster 5 genes include Cd36 and Fabp4, suggesting alterations in lipid homeostasis in the TAMs after treatment. Cluster 2 includes genes that are modestly up-regulated by CD40 and CSF-1Ri individually, leading to a stronger up-regulation when combined. Finally, Clusters 3 and 4 include, for the most part, genes that are differentially affected by CD40 versus CSF-1Ri and for which the combination treatment yields an intermediate response. In summary, these data show that CSF-1Ri and CD40 agonism elicit predominantly distinct changes in gene expression in the CD11b + cells, indicating they target different biological processes in myeloid cells. The net result of the changes in myeloid gene expression from the combination of CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment reveal additive effects by the individual treatments, but also synergy in the expression of several proinflammatory genes (e.g., Tnfa, Ifng, Il6, and Il12b).
We further examined our dataset with Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Although CSF-1Ri and CD40 treatments did not closely match any immunological signatures in the immunological database of Molecular Signals Database, com- (Fig. S2 ). TAMs were isolated from end point (1 cm 3 ) tumors, sorted into subpopulations by surface markers (Ly6C + F4/80 int , Ly6C − F4/80 int , and Ly6C − F4/80 hi ), and analyzed for secretion. TAMs that did not express any of the 15 measured targets above the detection limit were excluded from the analysis. t-SNE map shows all sorted TAM subpopulations pooled together from two independent experiments. Clusters coded by color (see key). (E) Percentage of cells in each cluster from D secreting each of the 15 measured targets. Cluster names are based on the primary secreted target(s) in each cluster. (F) Stacked bar graph shows the distribution of functional clusters in D within each sorted subpopulation (Ly6C + F4/80 int , Ly6C − F4/80 int , and Ly6C − F4/80 hi ). Clusters coded by color (see key).
bined CSF-1Ri+CD40 had a strikingly similar signature to myeloid cells exposed to a variety of inflammatory stimulants, most closely reflected by murine bone marrow-derived macrophages treated with LPS ( Fig. 4 C) . This motivated us to look specifically at categories of NF-κB target genes that are significantly affected by LPS treatment, including transcription factors, cytokines, and chemokines ( Fig. 4 D) . Indeed, most of these NF-κB target genes associated with inflammation were strongly up-regulated by CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment. Finally, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis identified TNFR1 and TNFR2 signaling and acute phase response signaling among the top genetic signatures produced by the CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment combination ( Fig. S4 A) , matching what we observed with Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Thus, gene expression analysis not only revealed several biomarkers of response that may be relevant for assessing therapeutic activity in ongoing clinical trials using these drugs, but illuminated lead biological factors that may cause tumor regression (as examined in the following paragraphs).
Combined CSF-1Ri and CD40 agonist treatment drives an inflammatory response by a subset of polyfunctional TAMs
To better understand functional correlates of response in myeloid-targeted immunotherapies, we performed multiplexed single-cell secretion profiling on TAMs isolated from control and CSF-1Ri+CD40-treated tumors. CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment significantly increased the fraction of TAMs secreting inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, including TNF-α, IL-6, IL-12, CCL3, CXCL1, and IFN-γ ( Fig. 5 A and Fig. S4 B, P < 0.05 by bootstrapping), in agreement with the RNA sequencing results (Fig. 4) . Interestingly, CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment also significantly increased the fraction of cells secreting Chi3l3 fivefold but reduced the fraction of cells secreting MMP9 by more than 60% ( Fig. 5 A and Fig. S4 B) . In general, the change in mRNA target expression in TAMs and the change in fraction of TAMs secreting each target were correlated in response to CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (Fig. 5 B) . Overall, therapeutic response to CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment was associated with the loss of M2-like MMP9 secretion and the gain of M1-like inflammatory secretion functions within the TAM population.
We again used PhenoGraph to identify functional clusters from the single-cell secretion profiles of TAMs secreting at least one protein and then mapped cells in two-dimensional (2D) t-SNE space to see how CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment altered the functional clusters identified in control tumors. PhenoGraph analysis showed that a new polyfunctional cluster emerged after CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (light blue cluster, Fig. 5 C) . This cluster was defined by cosecretion of Chi3l3 and the inflammatory cytokines TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-12, as well as other factors (Fig. 5, D and G) , and it was almost completely absent from control tumors (Fig. 5 E) . To confirm the presence of polyfunctional inflammatory TAMs, we calculated the fraction of active cells (i.e., secreting at least one target) that were cosecreting TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-12, and found that this subset of TAMs was significantly larger in treated tumors (Fig. 5 F) . CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment also increased the size of the Chi3l3 + cluster (Fig. 5 E) , indicating that the overall increase in Chi3l3 secretion included both polyfunctional TAMs and an increase in TAMs that only secrete Chi3l3. Notably, the substantial decrease in MMP9 caused by the CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment was mostly because of the loss of cells that solely produced MMP9 (purple cluster, Fig. 5, C and E) . The less frequent Chi3l3 + MMP9 + cluster (orange cluster) remained in similar proportion after CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (Fig. 5 E) , indicating a selective depletion of MMP9 + -only secreting cells (purple cluster). The relative contribution of the CCL17 + CCL22 + cluster also decreased after CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (pink cluster, Fig. 5 , C and E). Collectively, these data demonstrate that CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment selectively reduces specific functional clusters of cells, while adding functionality to others. In particular, a substantial fraction of CSF-1Ri+CD40-treated TAMs acquired a robust polyfunctional inflammatory phenotype while simultaneously depleting MMP9 + cells.
Combination treatment efficacy is T cell dependent and increases IFN-γ expression by T cells
While TAMs displayed profound functional changes in response to combination therapy, we sought to understand whether other cell types were involved in treatment efficacy. To this end, we depleted neutrophils and T cells from the mice and compared tumor growth after CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment. Depletion of TANs had no noticeable effect on treatment efficacy ( Fig. S5 A) , suggesting that CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment works independently of neutrophils despite the large influx of these cells after treatment. Interestingly, although either CD40 agonist or CSF-1Ri monotherapies suppressed Braf/ Pten tumor growth independently of T cells (Ho et al., 2014) and (Fig. S5 B) , depletion of CD4 and CD8 T cells markedly decreased the effectiveness of CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (P < 0.001; Figs. 6 A and Fig. S5 C) . This suggests that CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment converts an ineffective antitumor T cell response to one that is effective.
To further understand the role of T cells in the antitumor response after CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment, we analyzed the transcriptomes of T cells (CD45 + CD3 + ) using high-throughput RNA sequencing. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis indicated that chemokine signaling and interferon signaling where were the top two modulated pathways by CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (Fig. 6 B) , with a more than twofold increase in transcription of IFN-γ (P < 0.01) with CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (Fig. 6 C) . However, we observed persistently low expression of TNF-α by T cells both by RNA and flow cytometry ( Fig. S5 D and data not depicted). Thus, CSF-1Ri+CD40 combination therapy induces greater amounts of IFN-γ expression in T cells, which is often a necessary component of protective antitumor immunity.
TNF-α and IFN-γ contribute to tumor growth suppression by combined CSF-1Ri+CD40 agonist therapy
Given that CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment increased the proinflammatory secretion displayed by TAMs (Fig. 5) , revealed a strong TNF-α gene expression signature in TAMs (Fig. 4 C) , and increased IFN-γ gene expression by T cells (Fig. 6, B and C), we hypothesized that TNF-α and IFN-γ may be required for the therapeutic effects of CSF-1Ri+CD40-mediated suppression of melanoma growth. To test these ideas, we coadministered CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment along with blocking antibodies to TNF-α and IFN-γ (either alone or in combination; Ho et al., 2014; Maltby et al., 2014) . Blocking either TNF-α alone (gray line) or IFN-γ alone (green line) modestly reduced the therapeutic efficacy of CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment (Fig. 6 D; and Table 1 ). However, blocking both TNF-α and IFN-γ simultaneously (blue line) reduced the therapeutic benefit of CSF-1Ri+CD40 by more than 50% compared with control tumors (P = 0.02; Fig. 6 D; and Table 1 ). These data support the conclusion that TNF-α and IFN-γ, which are preferentially produced by TAMs and T cells, respectively, are important underlying factors by which CSF-1Ri+CD40 combination therapy suppresses tumor growth and provides greater insight into the rational combination of innate-and adaptive-targeted immunotherapy.
DISCUSSION
More clarity is needed on how macrophages, DCs, and other innate immune cell types regulate the "immunologic tone" of the TME and antitumor T cell responses. Particularly, there is a need to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of myeloid-targeted immunotherapies to determine the context by which they boost antitumor immunity and whether they can synergize when combined. Also, it is important to investigate whether stimulation of the innate immune cells can convert an uninflamed tumor landscape to an inflamed one that enhances responsiveness to checkpoint blockade (like inhibitors of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling). Therefore, we explored the mechanisms by which the combination of anti-CD40 mAbs and CSF-1R inhibitors improved the therapeutic response of either agent alone in an autochthonous, poorly immunogenic mouse model of melanoma. As part of this study, we present the first single-cell functional secretion analysis of TAMs isolated directly from an endogenous melanoma model. By combining analysis of subpopulations defined by surface markers, RNA sequencing of total TAMs, and single-cell secretion profiling of individual TAMs before and after treatment, we obtained a new understanding of how CSF-1Ri+CD40 combine to inhibit tumor growth. Namely, combination treatment induced a polyfunctional TAM subset secreting multiple inflammatory cytokines (including TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-12) concomitant with a loss of MMP9 + TAMs and an effective IFN-γ + T cell response in previously uninflamed tumors. Moreover, we found that TNF-α and IFN-γ were required for the antitumor effects of the combined treatment, pointing to a model that this drug combination creates robust antitumor immune responses via the joint stimulation of TNF-α-producing TAMs and IFN-γ-producing T cells.
This study identified therapeutic synergy between two myeloid-targeting therapies in an autochthonous, poorly immunogenic model and is similar in several ways to another recent study (Wiehagen et al., 2017) and the companion study by Hoves et al., using engrafted tumor cell lines. While these three studies each use a different reagent to block CSF-1R + cells, they collectively report that when combined with agonistic CD40 mAb, there was increased infiltration of TNF-α + NOS2 + Ly6C hi inflammatory monocytes and Ly6G + granulocytic cells and decreased infiltration of CD206 + TAMs (Youn et al., 2008; Tamoutounour et al., 2013) . Moreover, this myeloid-targeted drug combination elicited IFN-γ + T cells and a protective antitumor T cell response in all the various tumor models tested (Wiehagen et al., 2017) , which was unexpected in our model because each monotherapy suppressed tumor growth independently of T cells (Fig. S5  B; Ho et al., 2014) . Together, these findings indicate that CSF-1Ri+CD40 combination therapy converts a "cold" tumor into an "inflamed" TME capable of eliciting protective T cell responses. Perhaps, this treatment may sensitize resistant tumors to checkpoint blockade (e.g., anti-PD-1), a direction we are currently pursuing.
At a population level, we observed a striking increase in the expression of NF-κB target genes in TAMs. CD40 is known to activate NF-κB signaling by releasing Pi3K-γ inhibition, which allows NF-κB to recruit histone acetyl transferases to modify the chromatin environment and increase gene expression (Kaneda et al., 2016) . This suggests that CD40 stimulation could cause epigenetic modifications that increase coexpression of several M1-and M2-related genes simultaneously (Piccolo et al., 2017) . Thus, gene expression analysis not only revealed several biomarkers of response that may be relevant for assessing therapeutic activity in ongoing clinical trials using these drugs, but also revealed lead biological factors (e.g., IFN-γ and TNF-α) that may cause tumor regression. However, our population-level mRNA analysis is fundamentally limited in resolving the function of individual cell types and how these functions contribute to tumor growth suppression.
Using single-cell multiplexed secretion profiling, we were able to observe changes in secretion functions that appeared to occur within distinct TAM subsets. Specifically, we observed that CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment greatly augmented the infiltration of Chi3l3 + and polyfunctional TNF-α + , IL-6 + , IL-12 + , and Chi3l3 + TAMs and decreased that of MMP9 + TAMs. Chi3l3 is thought to act as a lectin and a chemoattractant for eosinophils and is commonly used as a marker for M2 activity, although its exact role in inflammation remains unclear . The observed association of Chi3l3 with tumor suppression in our study begs for future investigation and correlative studies in human tumors treated with such drugs. In contrast to Chi3l3, MMP9 was rarely, if ever, observed to be cosecreted with proinflammatory factors by TAMs, and instead, MMP9 + cells appeared to be selectively depleted in response to combination therapy. MMP9 is a matrix metalloproteinase responsible for extracellular matrix degradation and tissue remodeling, and in the context of cancer, MMP9's remodeling activity has been associated with angiogenesis, tumor growth, invasion, and metastasis (Joyce and Pollard, 2009; Qian and Pollard, 2010; Deryugina et al., 2014) . Given MMP9's known protumor role in the TME, it is possible that the decrease in MMP9-secreting cells contributes directly to inhibition of tumor growth, motivating follow-up studies on its potential as a therapeutic target. Of note, MMP9 depletion was specifically targeted to cells secreting only MMP9 + , and not to cells cosecreting MMP9 + Chi3l3 + , which appeared to be largely unaffected by the combination therapy.
While our work highlights the functional heterogeneity of TAMs at a single-cell level, it is unclear to what extent these clusters reflect stable functional states, or rather, reveal the inherent plasticity within the myeloid cell populations. Although myeloid cell plasticity is likely a major factor, our finding that subpopulations defined by surface marker expression enrich for or exclude the most commonly observed functional secretion clusters suggests that these clusters are not completely unstable. However, it is difficult to parse this with static measurements; dynamic measurements over time would be required to fully resolve functional plasticity. Lastly, another limitation in our single-cell analysis was that we only linked a few surface markers with effector functions. Moving forward, it will be important to better parse apart the cellular and functional phenotypes in greater detail.
Finally, we demonstrated that the effect of the combination therapy was dependent on TNF-α and IFN-γ. TNF-α is a well-characterized proinflammatory protein that induces NF-kB activation, which agrees with the observed induction of NF-κB-associated genes after combination therapy. IFN-γ, in addition to impairing tumor vascularization, is known to relax the chromatin environment in macrophages to "prime" a TAMs were sorted at end point (day 60) and analyzed for single-cell secretion from mice treated as described in Fig. 3 A. a.u., arbitrary units. (B) Heat maps of the log 2 fold change of CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment over control for the percentage of TAMs secreting as measured by single-cell secretion profiling (left) and gene expression as measured by RNA sequencing (right) for the indicated targets. Nonsignificant changes (P > 0.05) were set to 0. (C) 2D t-SNE representation of single TAMs from control and CSF-1Ri+CD40-treated tumors based on secretion levels of 15 proteins. Functional TAM subsets were identified by clustering with PhenoGraph. TAMs that did not express any of the 15 measured targets above the detection limit were excluded from the analysis (∼50% in control and ∼50% in treated; data not depicted). cell for an inflammatory response and T cell activation, which could serve as a potential molecular mechanism driving the emergence of polyfunctional inflammatory TAMs (Qiao et al., 2013; Kammertoens et al., 2017) . Notably, TNF-α secretion by TAMs was robustly increased after CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment, but IFN-γ was only weakly detected. In contrast, IFN-γ was markedly increased in T cells with CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment, and depletion of T cells greatly decreased the effectiveness of CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment. Thus, it is probable that a large portion of TNF-α is secreted by TAMs themselves, but that IFN-γ is primarily produced by T cells, and both of these secreted proteins cooperate to suppress tumor growth. These data suggest that a paracrine network between different immune cells might be necessary to coordinate a successful antitumor immune response. Further localization studies are required to understand the importance of localization and paracrine signaling within a tumor.
In summary, this study aids in identifying potential treatments that are tailored to microenvironments with poor Figure 6 . Antitumor immunity provided by combined CSF-1Ri, and CD40 agonist therapy is partially dependent on T cells and on the inflammatory cytokines TNF-α and IFN-γ. (A) T cell depletion interfered with tumor growth suppression from combined CSF-1Ri and CD40 agonist therapy. Braf/ Pten mice were treated with CSF-1Ri (600 mg PLX6134/kg chow) and/or CD40 (10 mg FGK4.5/kg every 3 d), with or without T cell depletion (10 mg GK1.5 and TIB210/kg every 3 d), 30 d after tumor induction until end point (day 45) for a total of five treatments with FGK4.5 + GK1.5/TIB210. Line graphs show the size of Braf/Pten melanomas over time. Data are presented as mean + SEM of tumor size of two independent experiments (n = 6 for each group). Data were compared using one-way ANO VA with Holm-Sidak correction for multiple comparisons (day 45). (B) The top eight T cell pathways significantly modulated by CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatment compared with control identified by ingenuity pathway analysis (sorted by ascending p-values). Pathway analysis was performed on genes that had an absolute log 2 fold change >1 and P < 0.05. (C) Ifng transcription by CD3 + T cells from control and CSF-1Ri+CD40-treated tumors. For B and C, cells were isolated from end point (day 60), and sorted in parallel with the TAMs in Fig. 4 A with the sort layout outlined in Fig. S1 A. Sorted cells were CD3 + /CD45 + /CD11b − /LiveDEAD − . Data are from two to three independent experiments (n = 2-3 each group, with three individual tumors pooled for each sample). (D) Kaplan-Meier curves show time to tumor end point (1 cm 3 ) in groups of Braf/Pten mice that were treated with CSF-1Ri chow (600 mg PLX6134/kg chow) and CD40 agonistic antibody (10 mg FGK4.5 clone/kg every 3 d i.p.) with or without TNF-α (10 mg XT3.11/kg every 3 d) and/or IFN-γ (10 mg XMG1.2/kg every 3 d) blocking antibody starting at day 30 after tumor induction. End point was tumor volume >1 cm 3 . Data are from one experiment (n = 3-6) representative of three independent experiments (total n = 6-15). **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.001. Data are from one experiment (n = 3-6) representative of three independent experiments (total n = 6-15).
T cell infiltration and high TAM infiltration, which may offer hope for patients who fail to qualify for, have developed resistance to, or do not respond to PD-1-or CTLA-4-based regiments. Further studies on how CSF-1Ri+CD40 treatments might interact with checkpoint inhibitors are required, as a combination with T cell targeting treatments may be necessary to develop T cell memory and long-term durability.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Mouse breeding and tumor induction
Braf CA ; Tyr::CreER; Pten lox4-5 mice have been previously described (Dankort et al., 2009 ). Local tumor induction was performed as previously described (Ho et al., 2014) . Agematched mice that were housed in the same room of the same facility were used for each experiment. Mice were randomized to mouse size and litter, and treated mice were cohoused with controls whenever possible. The investigators were not blinded to mouse allocation. Group size was chosen based on constraints of age-matched litters. Tumors were measured by caliper. All mice were housed in the Yale Animal Resources Center in specific pathogen-free conditions. All animal experiments were performed according to the approved protocols of the Yale University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Tumor digestion
Tumors for flow cytometry and RNA sequencing were minced in HBSS with 0.5 mg/ml collagenase IV and 200 mg/L DNase, digested in a 37°C incubator for 30 min, and filtered to remove debris. Tumors for single cell barcode chip or intracellular cytokine stain were minced in complete RPMI with 5% serum, 0.5 mg/ml collagenase IV, and 200 mg/L DNase, digested in a 37°C incubator for 30 min, and filtered to remove debris. The filtrate was incubated with ammonium-chloride-potassium lysis buffer (Invitrogen) for 4 min, washed, and resuspended in complete RPMI. For RNA sequencing and single-cell secretion profiling, single-cell suspension was purified of dead cells with Lymphoprep (Stem Cell) per protocol. For RNA sequencing, at least three tumors were pooled for each sample collected in triplicate, with further characterization of phenotype by flow cytometry of each independent tumor.
Flow cytometry and cell sorting
Single-cell suspensions from tumors or splenocytes were incubated with anti-Fc receptor antibody (2.4G2) on ice for 15 min in complete RPMI with 10% serum. The cells were then stained with the appropriate antibodies in 2.4G2-containing 10% RPMI on ice for 30 min. For intracellular cytokine staining, cells were fixed in Fix/Perm (eBioscience) and stained with antibodies to detect intracellular cytokines, transcription factors, or other proteins (CSF-1Ri, CD206, Foxp3, TNF-α, and IFN-γ). Gating was performed with isotype controls of spleen and tumor samples; likewise, compensation was performed with spleen and tumor samples before being manually confirmed and compared with prior experiments. All samples were acquired on flow cytometers (LSR II; BD Biosciences) and analyzed with FlowJo (FlowJo, LLC). Cell sorting was performed on FACS Aria (BD Biosciences) in Yale Cell Sorter Core Facility. Cells for RNA sequencing were sorted into tubes containing RNAprotect (QIA GEN). TAMs were sorted based on the following markers: CD45 + /CD3 − /CD11b + /Ly6G − /LIVE/DEAD red − . TANs were sorted based on the following markers: CD45 + /CD3 − / CD11b + /Ly6G + /LIVE/DEAD red − . T cells were sorted based on the following markers: CD45 + /CD3 + /LIVE/ DEAD red − . The flow and sort gating is outlined in Fig. S1 A. Antibodies against CD45 (A20), CD8 (53-6.7), CD3 (145-2C11), CD4 (GK1.5), CD44 (IM7), CD11c (N418), CD11b (M1/70), Ly6C (HK1.4), Ly6G (1A8-Ly6G), Foxp3 (FJK-16s), and MHC II (M5/114.15.2) were purchased from eBioscience. Antibodies against CD4 (RM4-5), F4/80 (BM8), CD40L (MR1), PD-L1 (10F.9G2), CSF-1R (9-4D2-1E4), MHCI (KH95), CD80 (16-10A1), CD206 (C068C2), Ki-67 (16A8), TNF-α (MP6-XT22), IFN-γ (XMG1.2), and CD40 (3/23) were from Biolegend, and anti-CD86 (GL1) was from BD Biosciences. Antibody against CCR2 (475301) was from R&D Systems. LIVE/DEAD red was from Invitrogen.
In vivo treatments 30 d after tumor induction, when tumors were measurable but total volume less than 100 mm 3 , Braf CA ; Tyr::CreER; Pten lox4-5 mice received normal or CSF-1Ri PLX6134 chow (600 mg PLX6134/kg, provided by Plexxikon) for 30 d or until tumors reached end point (1 or 2 cm 3 as prespecified in each experiment). In various experiments, mice also received either control vehicle (PBS or isotype control), CD40 agonistic antibody (FGK4.5 10 mg/kg every 3 d i.p.), anti-TNF-α (XT3.11 10 mg/kg every 3 d), anti-IFN-γ (XMG1.2 10 mg/ kg every 3 d), anti-CD4 (GK1.5 10 mg/kg every day), and anti-CD8 (TIB210 10 mg/kg every 3 d) for a total of 10 treatments or until prespecified tumor end point, or anti-Ly6G (1A8 25 mg/kg every 2 d) i.p., for a total of 14 treatments or until prespecified tumor end point.
Histological analysis
Tumors were fixed in 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin. Cut sections were prepared for histological analyses by performing H&E or IHC using F4/80 (6640 CI :A3 -1; Abcam) or CD3 (MC1477, CD3-12; AbD Serotec). Representative 40× fields were taken of the tumor samples using a BX41 microscope (Olympus) with an Insight 2 camera running SPOT Advanced 5.3 (SPOT Imaging). F4/80 + and CD3 + (brown) nuclei were counted per high-powered field (hpf; 400× = hpf) from tumors from two independent experiments, 6-15 hpf/tumor (n = 12-30).
RNA sequencing library preparation and data analysis
Total RNA was purified with the use of QIAzol and RNeasy Mini kit (QIA GEN), in which an on-column DNase treat-ment was included. Purified RNA was submitted to the Yale Center for Genomic Analysis where it was subjected to mRNA isolation and library preparation. Nonstrand-specific libraries were generated from 50 ng total RNA using the SMA RTer Ultra Low Input RNA for Illumina Sequencing kit. Libraries were pooled, six samples per lane, and sequenced on a high-throughput sequencing system (75-bp paired-end reads; HiSeq 2500; Illumina), and aligned using STAR to the GRCm38 (mm10) reference genome. A count-based differential expression protocol was adapted for this analysis (Anders et al., 2013) ; mappable data were counted using HTSeq and imported into R for differential expression analysis using the DESeq2. To find differentially regulated sets of genes for signature generation, a 1.5-log 2 fold change difference between samples and a p-adjusted (Holm-Sidak) ≤0.01 were used. For Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (QIA GEN), cutoffs of 0.5-or 1-log 2 fold change and a p-value ≤0.05 or an adjusted p-value ≤0.1 (as specified in each experiment) were used to select genes for pathway analysis, and only pathways with nonzero z-scores and P < 0.05 were selected. Accession numbers are available at Genome Expression Omnibus (GSE108753 and GSE108528).
Microwell assay for single-cell secretion profiling
The single-cell secretion profiling experiments were performed as previously described (Lu et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2015) , with some modifications for the analysis of primary mouse TAMs. In brief, the capture antibodies (Table 2) were flow patterned onto epoxysilane-coated glass slides (Super-Chip; ThermoFisher). The polydimethylsiloxane nanowell arrays and antibody barcode glass slides were blocked using complete RPMI + 10% FBS. Sorted cells were resuspended in complete RPMI with 20% FBS and supplemented with 125 nM of live cell marker (Calcein AM; ThermoFisher) to facilitate automatic live cell detection. The cells were added to the device, covered with the antibody barcode slide, secured with screws, and allowed to incubate for 8 h. At the end of the incubation period, the device was imaged with an automated inverted microscope (Eclipse Ti; Nikon) to record well position and cell locations. The device was then disassembled to perform the sandwich immunoassay. The glass slide was incubated with a mixture of detection antibodies (Table 2) for 1 h, followed by an incubation with 20 µg/ml streptavidin-APC (eBioscience) for 30 min, rinsed with PBS and water, and finally scanned with a Genepix 4200A scanner (Molecular Devices).
Single-cell secretion profiling data processing
Device images were analyzed using a custom script in MAT LAB (MathWorks) to automatically detect well location and number of cells per well, extract all signals from each well, and process the data. In brief, after automatic well and live cell detection, signal image registration, and manual curation, the software automatically extracted the intensity signal from each antibody for all the nanowells in the device. The signal across the chip for each individual antibody was normalized by subtracting a moving Gaussian curve fitted to the local zero-cell well intensity levels. A secretion threshold for each antibody was then set at the 99th percentile of all normalized zero-cell wells. Finally, the data were transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sine with a cofactor set at 0.8× secretion threshold.
To further visualize the data, previously described MAT LABbased software was used to create t-SNE maps (viSNE; Amir et al., 2013) . Cluster analysis was performed with PhenoGraph using a euclidean distance metric, a previously described graphbased method for identifying subpopulations in high-dimensional single-cell data (Levine et al., 2015) . Extracted clusters were analyzed using custom software written in MAT LAB.
Statistics
Data were presented in means ± SD unless otherwise specified. Statistical analysis was performed by Student's t test or one-way ANO VA and the Holm-Sidak method of correction for pairwise multiple comparisons as specified in the figure legends. Normal and equal distribution of variances was assumed. Survival in mouse experiments is shown as Kaplan-Meier curves, and the significance was calculated by logrank test. Values were considered significant at P < 0.05 and are indicated as *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***; P < 0.005; and ****, P < 0.001. All analyses were performed using Prism version 7.0 software (GraphPad). For single-cell distributions, statistics was performed using a bootstrapping procedure to calculate the confidence intervals associated with sampling error in single-cell data. To obtain confidence intervals through bootstrapping, the single-cell datasets for each condition were sampled 10,000 times with replacement, and the metric of interest was calculated for each resampled dataset (i.e., fraction of cells secreting or signal intensity). We then calculated a 95% confidence interval for these resampled datasets, and statistical significance was assigned to pairwise comparisons that had nonoverlapping confidence intervals. Online supplemental material Fig. S1 shows the gating strategy used in all analyses and histograms relating to Fig. 1. Fig. S2 shows t-SNE plots from individual experiments. Fig. S3 shows frequency of immune cell types. Fig. S4 shows details of TAM pathway analysis and target expression. Fig. S5 shows neutrophil depletion and validation, as well as T cell depletion validation and tnf transcription.
